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Customer Quote:
“Our in house ERP resource abruptly quit his job leaving us with an immediate hole. Data
Integration Specialists was referred to us as an excellent source of ERP consultants, including
BlueCherry. They responded immediately and today provide a 20+ year BlueCherry (and
eVision EDI) experienced resource who provides configuration, BI, Report Development,
Support and more. We have the benefit of using them for “on call” cases or as a requirement to
be on our system daily for anything BlueCherry related. They even travel! We don’t have the
risk/costs of an FTE and the DIS team has been great to work with…and their rates are
unbeatable!”
-Andy Stoshman, CTO, Apparel Supplier

Data Integration Specialists, LLC, provides
Senior Level BlueCherry ERP consultants that
have been working with BlueCherry since the
late 1980’s .
Programmers/PMs, BAs, System Admins, EDI
Our resources have years of experience writing
technical specs, creating test scripts, technical
analysis, API development, designing, testing
implementations of BlueCherry developments,
ensuring compliance to existing and
development of required data/reporting
standards. Our PMs spearhead projects to keep
them on time and on budget and our BAs
ensure that data points are consistent with
internal and external business requirements.
Many of us conduct server monitoring, code
dump and system log analysis,
develop/configure customized BlueCherry
solutions, create user friendly interfaces and
have 20+ years of eVision EDI expertise.
Functional
Data Integration Specialists has many techno
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functional BlueCherry consultants who are
experienced in all core modules for all CGS
products. Often we are asked to determine
which central logistics functions should be used
together with core modules and then to define
those processes.
BlueCherry Configuration
Data Integration Specialists Functional
consultants assist in the setup and
configuration of any CGS module. Often, there
are requirements for simple configuration
changes to data points or structures within
BlueCherry that are needed to complete an
internal or external project.
Process Flow Documentation
Process flow diagrams are created for all critical
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business processes. The process flow diagrams
have step-by-step instructions that indicate the
BlueCherry program user and field-level steps.
This is helpful supplemental material to allow
users to self-train and create SOP documents.
Data Imports
SQL queries are written to extract data from
existing business systems (or Excel) and they are
converted to the BlueCherry import formats.
The SQL queries can be executed as needed to
extract the latest information from the existing
systems. This allows for quicker refreshing of
the TEST database for CRP's and will shorten the
time to load data at go live.
Testing Support
Once the Bluecherry implementation team
schedules CRP's, Data Integration Specialists,
LLC can assist in the testing of business
processes which involves ensuring the system is
processing data as required by the customer. It
may also involve supplemental training of the
staff for concepts that were covered in prior
CRP's.
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Report Development
Data Integration Specialists can assist in
BlueCherry report creation when Ad Hoc
reports, for example, are required. Often times,
our clients view the Reporting Tools as being
too inflexible so our Reporting experts can
provide more human friendly reports within the
BlueCherry system or suggest alternative 3rd
party solutions. We can build custom reports
from the data warehouses and Power BI Reports
to compliment the “canned” reports in
BlueCherry.
Helpdesk Support
The Data Integration Specialists, LLC team can
be leveraged to manage the internal helpdesk
for BlueCherry. For any questions or issues that

arise, Company XYZ can email and one of
the Data Integration Specialists, LLC team
members will assist in the resolution of the
issue.

EDI Onboarding / Testing
Data Integration Specialists, LLC has extensive
knowledge of EDI (20+ years eVision) and can
assist in testing to ensure EDI transactions
flowing through the BlueCherry TEST system
align with the EDI transactions flowing through
the current production system. Data Integration
Specialists, LLC also has experience
creating/modifying ERP EDI maps.
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